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We demonstrate microwave-mediated distant magnon-magnon coupling on a superconducting
circuit platform, incorporating chip-mounted single-crystal Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) spheres. Coherent level
repulsion and dissipative level attraction between the magnon modes of the two YIG spheres are
demonstrated. The former is mediated by cavity photons of a superconducting resonator, and the
latter is mediated by propagating photons of a coplanar waveguide. Our results open new avenues
towards exploring integrated hybrid magnonic networks for coherent information processing on a
quantum-compatible superconducting platform.

The mainstream developments in quantum informa-
tion processing rely on hybrid dynamic systems which
combine different quantum modules for complementary
functionality [1, 2]. Among different hybrid systems, su-
perconducting integrated circuits [3] are special because
of the ease of scaling up to multi-qubit networks and be-
ing integrated to other quantum modules. In particular,
the framework of superconducting circuits has been ap-
plied for bridging different physical degrees of freedom,
such as optic photons [4, 5], phonons [6, 7], spins [8, 9]
and magnons [10–12].
One of the rapid growing subfields in hybrid systems

is cavity magnonics [13–15], which emphasizes on cavity-
enhanced interactions between magnons and photons
[16–21]. Magnons, solid-state excitations of spins, have
been extensively explored for wave-based computing con-
cepts [22]. Their collective dynamics allow for drastically
enhanced magnetic dipolar interactions and thus strong
coupling with photons, in comparison with diluted spins
[23, 24]. The recent demonstration of magnon-qubit en-
tanglement [25, 26] has further triggered the pursuit of
quantum operations with magnons [27–31].
Increasing efforts have been devoted to chip-embedded

cavity magnonic circuits with superconducting res-
onators [10, 11, 17, 32–35] in order to utilize their high
quality factors and connectivity to qubits. However,
the progression to multiple-device hybrid magnonic net-
works has been slow. One challenge is the degradation
of magnon and photon coherences when they are inte-
grated together. Examples include microwave quality
factor reduction due to impedance mismatch from mag-
netic device mounting [10, 11], increased damping for
free-standing magnetic devices [35–37], and excitation
of nonuniform magnon modes [32]. Furthermore, low-
damping YIG thin films, which are ideal for device inte-
gration, are typically grown on Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) sub-

strates exhibiting excessive microwave losses at cryogenic
temperature [38]. Thus it is highly desirable to develop
a cryogenic circuit platform with a smooth integration
of long-coherence magnonic systems in superconducting
circuits.
In this work, we demonstrate remote magnon-magnon

coupling in a compact superconducting-magnon hy-
brid circuit, using single-crystal YIG spheres that are
mounted in lithographically defined holes on silicon
substrates with superconducting resonators. The all-
lithographic circuit design allows for arbitrary engineer-
ing of hybrid magnonic dynamics while achieving long
magnon coherence. For a single 250-µm-diameter YIG
sphere, we achieve a magnon-photon coupling strength
of 130 MHz and a cooperativity of 13000 with both the
magnon and photon damping rates approaching 1 MHz at
1.6 K. For a two-sphere-one-resonator circuit, we achieve
a resonator mediated magnon-magnon coupling strength
from 10 to 40 MHz in the dispersive coupling regime.
Furthermore, we also achieve dissipative coupling [39–42]
of the magnon modes between the two YIG spheres medi-
ated by propagating microwave photons. Both the coher-
ent and dissipative magnon-magnon coupling strengths
can be quantitatively reproduced by microwave circuit
modeling. Our results provide a feasible platform for
studying hybrid magnonic quantum networks at cryo-
genic temperatures [29].
Shown in Fig. 1(a), the design of the superconduct-

ing resonator (pink) resembles a λ/4 resonator with a
circular loop antenna at the current antinode. A YIG
sphere is mounted at the center of the loop which cou-
ples to the uniform (Kittel) magnon mode of the sphere.
The superconducting circuits were fabricated from 200-
nm NbN film sputtered on a high-resistance Si substrate.
Photolithography and reactive ion etching were used for
defining the circuits. Subsequently, circular patterns
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were lithographically defined on the Si substrate at the
center of the loop antennas, where the superconducting
film has been etched. Deep holes were etched on Si with
a depth of 125 µm and a diameter of 250 µm, match-
ing the dimension of the YIG spheres. For YIG sphere
mounting, a tiny drop of diluted GE varnish was applied
to each hole, and the YIG sphere was then quickly placed
in the hole (Fig. 1b). The mounted circuits were placed
in air for 24 hour for the GE varnish to dry out.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the one-YIG-sphere superconducting
circuit design. (b) Microscope image of the circular antenna
with a mounted YIG sphere. (c) Power transmission of the
CPW feed line for the circular-antenna superconducting res-
onator. Solid spectrum: Rabi splitting (ωc = ωm) measured
at µ0HB = 0.171 T. Dashed spectrum: uncoupled resonator
photon mode (|ωc − ωm| ≫ gc) measured at µ0HB = 0.25
T. (d) Full power spectrum of the hybrid circuit showing
magnon-photon mode repulsion.

The microwave characterizations were conducted at 1.6
K using a vector network analyzer with an input power
of -50 dBm [10]. Fig. 1(d) shows the power transmission
spectra of the resonator absorption. By sweeping the in-
plane biasing field, mode anti-crossing with sharp lines is
observed between the magnon mode of the YIG sphere
(ωm) and photon mode of the superconducting resonator
(ωc). When their frequencies are degenerate, large mode
splitting between the two modes is observed (Fig. 1c).
The asymmetric lineshapes are likely due to the com-
plex impedance introduced by the resonator. The ex-
tracted magnon-photon coupling strength is gc/2π = 130
MHz; see the Supplemental Materials for more informa-
tion for the fitting [43]. For the 250-µm-diameter YIG
sphere, the total spin number is N = MsV/γ(h̄/2), where
Ms is the magnetization of YIG, V is the volume, and
γ/2π = 28 GHz/T is the gyromagnetic ratio. Calculation
gives N = 1.2×1017. This yields a single-Bohr-magneton
coupling strength of gc0/2π = gc/2π

√
N = 0.38 Hz,

which is an order of magnitude larger than achieved in
macroscopic cavities [18, 19]. The intrinsic magnon and
photon damping rates (full width at half maximum) are

κm/2π = 1.0 MHz and κc/2π = 1.3 MHz, respectively,
yielding a cooperativity of C = g2c/κmκc = 13000. We
do not observe any significant degradation of the super-
conducting resonator quality factor with the YIG sphere
mounting, since neither the sphere nor mounting glue in-
terfere with the impedance of the loop antenna.

It is worth noting that the circular design in Fig. 1(a)
can efficiently suppress the crosstalk with nonuniform
magnon modes and the associated decoherence process.
This is important because any undesired mode coupling
to the hybrid microwave circuit will cause additional non-
resonant energy dissipation in the dispersive regime.
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the two-YIG-sphere superconducting
circuit design with an additional local NbTi superconducting
coil. (b) Power transmission of the CPW feed line showing
Rabi splitting of the resonator in couple with only one YIG
sphere or both YIG spheres, measured at µ0HB = 0.154 T.
Blue curve: ωc = ωm2 with Icoil = −3.0 A, where ωm1 is far
detuned. Green curve: ωc = ωm1 = ωm2 with Icoil = 2.66
A. (c-d) Full power spectra of the hybrid magnonic circuit for
(c) Icoil = −3.0 A and (d) Icoil = 2.66 A.

Next, we use the same circuit schematic to couple two
remote YIG spheres. Shown in Fig. 2(a), we have ex-
tended the resonator design to include two circular an-
tennas which are located symmetrically on the two sides
of the resonator. Two YIG spheres are mounted at the
centers of the antennas. The spheres are separated by
7 mm, which is 28 times of their diameters, and thus
the magnetic dipolar interaction is suppressed. Electro-
magnetic simulation shows that the observed resonant
frequency range (3.7-3.8 GHz) corresponds to a mode
with both circular loops at the current antinode, allow-
ing for maximal magnon-photon coupling efficiency (see
the Supplemental Materials for details [43]).

To allow for individual magnon frequency control, we
have also integrated a local NbTi superconducting coil
adjacent to one YIG sphere. The NbTi coil can gen-
erate a few hundred Oersted field onto the nearby YIG
sphere without Ohmic heating in the cryogenic environ-
ment. Figs. 2(c-d) show the power transmission spec-
tra of the circuit at two different coil currents (Icoil).
At Icoil = −3.0 A, the magnon modes of the two YIG
spheres are well detuned, leading to the observation of
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two separated avoided crossings with the superconduct-
ing resonator mode. The extracted magnon-photon cou-
pling strengths are gc1/2π = 81 MHz and gc2/2π = 88
MHz. At Icoil = 2.66 A where the two magnon modes
are fully degenerate, a single avoided crossing is observed,
with an stronger coupling strength of gc1+2/2π = 121
MHz. Comparing the two cases, a clear difference of
the mode splitting lineshapes is observed at magnon-
photon degeneracy (Fig. 2b), which confirms the change
of magnon-photon coupling strength by coupling with
two spheres instead of one.
The magnon-photon coupling strength can be ex-

pressed as [14]:

gc =

√

ωcωMVM

4Vc

(1)

where ωM = γµ0Ms, and VM/Vc is the effective volume
ratio between the YIG sphere and the resonator for pro-
viding inductance. When the two magnon frequencies are
degenerate, their total volumes VM add up. Thus, the ex-
pected mutual coupling strength is

√

g2c1 + g2c2/2π = 120
MHz, agreeing well with the measured gc1+2. Comparing
with the one-sphere circuit, since both circuits have the
same antenna geometry design, same value of VM/Vc can
be used for both circuits and the only difference is ωc.
From Eq. (1), the coupling strength of the two-sphere
circuit can be expressed as gtheoc1+2 = gc

√

ωc,2YIG/ωc,1YIG.
Taking ωc,1YIG/2π = 4.6 GHz and ωc,2YIG/2π = 3.75
GHz from Figs. 1 and 2, we obtain gtheoc1+2/2π = 117
MHz, again close to the experimental gc1+2.
As a key achievement, we show that the coplanar su-

perconducting circuit can enable remote coupling of the
magnon modes between two distant YIG spheres. The
coupling is achieved in the dispersive regime [44–47],
i.e. where the resonator mode is well-detuned from the
magnon frequencies (Fig. 3a). This regime has been
routinely applied in quantum information processing in
order to minimize qubit decoherence from being cou-
pled to the external microwave circuits, including the
recent demonstration of single-magnon operations with
qubits [26]. Shown in Fig. 3(a), we fix the global bi-
asing field to µ0HB = 0.133 T, so that the frequency
detuning between the resonator mode and the magnon
mode of YIG 2, ∆ = |ωc − ωm2|, is much larger than
the magnon-resonator coupling strengths (∆ ≫ gc1, gc2).
By ramping Icoil to modify ωm1, a clear avoided cross-
ing is observed between the magnon modes of the two
YIG spheres, indicating their coherent coupling. The
coupling strength is Ωm/2π = 16 MHz, which is an or-
der of magnitude larger than the magnon damping rates
(κm1/2π = 1.8 MHz, κm2/2π = 1.6 MHz), leading to
strong magnon-magnon coupling with a cooperativity of
Cm = Ω2

m/κm1κm2 = 89. We also observe the dark mode
of magnon-magnon coupling, which corresponds to the
out-of-phase excitation of the two YIG spheres. It is
decoupled from the superconducting resonator and thus
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FIG. 3. (a) Power spectra showing remote magnon-magnon
coupling (2Ωm) in the dispersive regime, where ∆/2π = 0.713
GHz is much larger than gc1, gc2. Data are measured at
µ0HB = 0.133 T. The gray arrow labels the dark mode. (b)
Power spectra taken at different µ0HB showing the evolution
of Ωm. (c) Extracted Ωm as a function of ∆. The error bars
indicate single standard deviation uncertainties that arise pri-
marily from the fitting of the resonances. Dashed curve: the-
oretic prediction by Eq. (2). Solid curve: adding an adjacent
resonance mode which also contributes to dispersive magnon-
magnon coupling [43].

cannot be excited and detected. This agrees with prior
reports on similar hybrid magnonic systems [44, 46–48].
By repeating the measurement at different biasing

fields to modify ∆ (Fig. 3b), the extracted Ωm-∆ de-
pendence shows an inversely proportional trend, which
is plotted in Fig. 3(c). This trend can be captured
by the theoretical model of cavity-mediated magnon-
magnon coupling in the dispersive limit [46, 47]:

Ωm =
gc1gc2
∆

(2)

Taking the experimentally determined gc1, gc2 from the
last section, the prediction from Eq. (2) (dashed blue
curve in Fig. 3c) is close to the experimental results. A
small offset is likely due to additional channels of dis-
persive magnon-magnon coupling from other resonator
modes. For example, by considering a mode at 2.76 GHz
found in simulation (see the Supplemental Materials for
details [43]), this offset can be possibly reproduced by the
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revised 2-resonator model (solid blue curve). The demon-
stration of nonlocal magnon-magnon coupling with a su-
perconducting resonator is a critical step towards build-
ing distributed quantum magnonic networks such as gen-
erating entanglement over distances and implementing
remote quantum memories.
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FIG. 4. (a) Extracted magnon-magnon coupling strength Ω∗

m

at different mode degenerate frequency. The error bars indi-
cate single standard deviation uncertainties that arise primar-
ily from the fitting of the resonances. Level repulsion and at-
traction are measured below and above ω/2π = 7.63 GHz, re-
spectively. Inset: Schematic of the coplanar waveguide design
for magnon-magnon level attraction. Solid curve: theoretical
prediction using ω0/2π = 8.425 GHz, gr/2π = 8.5 MHz, and
ǫ = 0.29. (b-d) Power spectra taken at (b) µ0HB = 0.145 T,
(c) µ0HB = 0.25 T and (d) µ0HB = 0.285 T, corresponding
to ω/2π = 4.8 GHz, 7.63 GHz and 8.56 GHz in (a). Dashed
curves are fitting to Eq. (3) in (b) and (d) and a guide to
eye in (c). (e-g) Theoretical prediction of magnon-magnon
coupling mediated by propagating microwave with different
ϕ matching the conditions in (b-d).

Lastly, we demonstrate that the hybrid circuit archi-
tecture can also implement level attraction of magnon
modes between two YIG spheres, which has recently at-
tracted wide interest for studying non-Hermitian physics
and topological information processing [39–41]. Shown in
Fig. 4(a) inset, the circuit consists of a coplanar waveg-
uide with the signal line forming two circular loops where
two YIG spheres are mounted at the center. The propa-

gating microwave enables coherent magnon-magnon cou-
pling between the two remote spheres due to their con-
certed absorption of microwave photons [46, 47]. At
different intersection frequency, the two magnon modes
show level repulsion (Fig. 4b), level attraction (Fig. 4d)
and the transition state (Fig. 4c), which depends on the
phase difference of propagating microwave between the
two circular antennas as determined by the wavelength
and frequency. The parasite diagonal modes are nonuni-
form magnon excitations due to impedance interruption
during YIG sphere mounting [43].
The extracted magnon-magnon coupling strength Ω∗

m

is summarized in Fig. 4(a) as a function of the inter-
section frequency. For the level attraction regime, we
use a imaginary value of Ω∗

m as a fit parameter to the
coupling spectrum and plot |Ω∗

m| instead. The regime of
level attraction starts from 7.63 GHz, with the value of
|Ω∗

m| reaching a plateau of 8 MHz centered at 8.4 GHz,
then dropping again to zero at 9.2 GHz and switching
back to level repulsion. This regime has been identi-
fied as dissipative coupling mediated by propagating mi-
crowave fields [46, 47], with the coupling strength sensi-
tively dependent on the phase offset ϕ = (ω/ceff )dCPW .
Here ceff = c/

√
ǫeff and the effective dielectric constant

ǫeff = (ǫSi+1)/2 = 6.34 with ǫSi = 11.68. In order to re-
produce the experimental observation, we have expanded
the microwave transmission theory to account for the evo-
lution of coupling with ϕ. The magnon resonance is in-
troduced as a perturbation of the transmission matrix
of the circular antenna in terms of frequency-dependent
magnetic susceptibility. The magnon-magnon coupling
is mediated by their mutual coupling to propagating mi-
crowave with a magnon-radiative coupling strength gr
[49]; this term is also assumed to dominate the magnon
damping rate over the intrinsic damping. In the limit
of weak impedance mismatch from the circular antenna,
the complex eigen-frequency of the collective dynamics
of the two spheres can be expressed as:

ω± =
ωm1 + ωm2

2
− igr ±

√

(

ωm1 − ωm2

2

)2

− g2re
2iϕ

(3)
Eq. (3) yields a real coupling of Ω∗

m = gr for ϕ = π/2 and
an imaginary coupling of Ω∗

m = igr for ϕ = π. With the
value of dCPW , the location of ϕ = π corresponds to a
microwave frequency of ω/2π = 8.3 GHz, which matches
with the plateau center of the dissipative coupling in Fig.
4(a).
To explain the transition from level repulsion to level

attraction, we show the evolution of Eq. (3) in Figs. 4(e-
g) at ϕ = π/2, 0.91π and π, with the real parts shown
in curves and the imaginary parts shown in shaded ar-
eas. As ϕ slightly deviates from π, the two collective fre-
quencies move parallel to each other and at a very close
distance in a wide interval of detuning. Due to a small
frequency separation between the modes, the resonance
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linewidths of the modes overlap. This makes experimen-
tal distinguishing of both modes a difficult task, and leads
to an observation of blurred level attraction with a re-
duced effective Ω∗

m. One example is ω/2π = 7.63 GHz
in Fig. 4(a), where the blurred transmission spectra in
Fig. 4(c) cannot be fitted and a coupling of Ωm/2π = 0
is deduced without an errorbar (same for ω/2π = 9.22
GHz). As a simple criterion of mode distinguishabil-
ity, we assume that the modes become indistinguishable
when |ω+ − ω−| < ǫgr, where ǫ is a dimensionless pa-
rameter; see the Supplemental Materials for detailed dis-
cussion [43]. Following this approach, we find that the
onset of level attraction happens when | sinϕ| < ǫ. Fig.
4 shows the theoretical prediction of Ω∗

m with the opti-
mized fit parameters ǫ = 0.29 and gr/2π = 8.5 MHz that
yield the least variance, which reasonably agrees with the
experimental data. Thus, the hybrid magnonics circuit
platform can be used to implement and control the cou-
pling phenomena, from coherent coupling to dissipative
coupling, with the coupling parameters highly adjustable
by the circuit geometry and design.

The successful integration of hybrid magnonics into a
low-loss superconducting circuit, with demonstrations of
coherent and dissipative couplings between two remote
YIG spheres, provides a circuit platform for building pro-
totype quantum magnonic network [48, 50]. This com-
pact circuit architecture has the potential for implement-
ing desirable quantum operations with magnons, includ-
ing coherent microwave-to-optical transduction, nonre-
ciprocity, and magnon-enabled dark matter sensing [51].
It is worth noting that YIG thin-film magnonic devices
can undergo fine nanofabrications for wafer-scale inte-
gration [52], and GGG-free high-quality YIG thin film
growth [53] may provide an ultimate solution for scalable
hybrid magnonic network. Finally, we also point out that
the Si-based circuit design can incorporate Si integrated
photonics for further empowering the quantum network
with magnons, microwave and optics.
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